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B B C Northern Ireland Learning One Potato, Two Potato       Summer 2004

The Big Floating Zoo

Programme 6
Adapted by Barbara Gray

A musical version of the Noah’s Ark story, with lots of actions and accompaniment for the children to 

join in with.  

N.B. If you are listening to the programme ‘live’ it would be an advantage to record it, so that the 

class can listen again.

 

Song

     Noah’s Ark 
   (to the tune The Farmer Wants A Wife)

   

   Noah built an ark,

 He went and built an ark,

 He took a saw and hammer

 And he went and built an ark.

 (Chant)

  And it sounded just like this!

 They came in two by two,

 They came in two by two,

 God sent the animals,

 They came in two by two.

  And it sounded just like this!

 The rain began to fall,

 The rain began to fall,

 The waters were a-rising

 And the rain began to fall,

  And it sounded just like this!

 The waves were very high

 The waves were very high

 The ark kept a-fl oating,

 Tho’ the waves were very high.

  And it sounded just like this!

 They drifted on the sea,

 They drifted on the sea,

 All around was water

 As they drifted on the sea.

  And it sounded just like this!

 Noah sent a dove,

 A raven, then a dove,

 She brought him back an olive branch,

 Noah sent a dove.

  And she sounded just like this!
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 Noah’s safe at last,

 Noah’s safe at last.

 He’s safely back on land again,

 Noah’s safe at last!

  And it sounded just like this!

 (ALL  CLAP  AND  SHOUT  ‘HOORAY’)

       Kaye Umansky

Join In:-

sawing:  make a ssshhh sound,  blowing out and sucking in 

hammering:  tap one fi st hard on the other

elephants:  heavy footsteps on the spot

horses:  click tongues

chickens:  squawk

dogs and cats:  etc.

raindrops:  light: tap fi ngers lightly on the back of the hand

 

  heavy: hit hands on knees

waves:  humming noise, up and down

dove:  say ‘vrr, vrr,’ softly, and ‘fl y’ hands

             

After the programme

words for discussion:- to have ‘lots of patience’; a fl ood; a plank; olive (branch);to drain away.

- Teach the song, without the chanted last line (and it sounded just like this).  Sing each verse, 

and let the children join in as you sing it again.

- Talk about some sounds which would be appropriate for each verse.  They can follow Libby 

and Michael’s suggestions, or make some up themselves.

- Sing the whole song, adding in the body and vocal sounds.

- Discuss the ‘mood’ of some of the verses and sing them and perform the sounds and actions 

again e.g. more strongly for ‘the waves were very high’ verse and more gently for ‘they drifted 

on the sea’ etc.

- Provide some percussion instruments and compose some more lengthy sound effects to 

accompany the song.

- Choose another favourite song or story to illustrate with sounds, both vocal and with 

percussion instruments.

- Select a picture which lends itself to being ‘played’ e.g. some type of vehicle, a stormy sea, a 

lion.

- Paint a picture of a rainbow, with Noah’s Ark below.

- Discuss ‘making things’.  Do any of the children have hobbies involving constructing 

something?
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- Don’t forget other forms of ‘making’ e.g. baking buns, make a sandwich, making up a song or 

a story, making a den.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

Music
Composing:   Pupils should have opportunities to: play with sound; explore and  

     investigate ways of making sounds; create simple sound effects  

     using single sounds e.g. to illustrate words in rhymes and stories;  

     select sounds in response to a stimulus; select and use sounds to  

     express mood and atmosphere.

Performing:    Pupils should have opportunities to: join in singing rhymes and

     simple songs; develop an awareness of pulse and rhythm when  

     singing and playing instruments.

Listening and Responding: Pupils should have opportunities to: respond to rhymes and songs  

     using appropriate actions, movements or gestures.

English
Talking and Listening:  Pupils should have opportunities to: explore stories, poems and  

     songs, recreating parts of them in art, drama and other expressive  

     activities.

Cross-Curricular Links

    

ART

- rainbows
- making things

ENGLISH

- discussion

MUSIC

- composing
- singing
- performing

Programme 6: The Big Floating Zoo

SCIENCE

- playing
with sounds
- making things


